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Attached is an Interim Report on the Indiana HPR Part II study entitled
"Evaluation of Design and Control of Alternatives to Improve Safety of
Intersections at Multi-Lane Rural Highways." It has been authored by
Ahmed Essam Radwan, Kumares C. Sinha and Harold L. Michael.
This portion of the study reported here presents the details of the
model application in evaluating design and control alternatives to improve
safety and traffic operation at intersections of minor roads with multi-
lane rural highways. It basically is a report on Task 11 of the approved
Proposal for the study.
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EVALUATION OF COUNTERMEASURES
AT STOP CONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS
This report deals with the evaluation of design and operational
countermeasures and their effects on safety and operation of the inter-
section of a four-lane major divided highway with a two-lane minor road
controlled by a stop sign. The logic of the validated model made it
possible to simulate traffic through divided intersections composed of
a wide spectrum of geometrical design variables. Important variables
which were suggested by multidisciplinary team studies and a correlation
study on other phases of this project as well as others from the litera-
ture were: intersection median width, median opening, approach grades,
and the existence of a right turn pocket lane on the minor road. In
addition, only those countermeasures were considered which could be re-
lated to operational characteristics of an intersection.
The number of conflicts detected from the simulation model was
assumed to be the measure of effectiveness for safety. As for the
measure of effectiveness for traffic operation, the average delay per
vehicle was used.
A detailed study was conducted to study the possible countermeasures
by means of the simulation model. A wide range of possibilities was
considered and the areas where possible changes can be made to improve
safety and traffic operation are listed below:
1. The distance between the two stop lines on the minor road
approaches representing the intersection width.
2. Median control.
3. Speed limit enforcement on minor roads.
4. The existence of advance warning systems such as advance
warning sign, route markers, and rumble strips.
Five types of traffic conflicts, which the simulation model detects,
take place at the intersection after the minor road vehicle has come to
a complete stop. These types of conflicts are discussed in detail in
an earlier Interim Report on this research project.
To study the effects of speed limit enforcement and advance warn-
ing systems on traffic safety, an additional safety measure was intro-
duced. This new measure was defined to be the sum of the number of
vehicles that approach the stop line of the minor road at a high speed
and the number of vehicles that do not stop at the stop line. Modifica-
tions in the simulation logic was made to detect and count those vehicles
that did not stop at the stop line. At the same time the model was
adjusted to keep a record of those vehicles that had a speed of 20
feet per second or more at a distance of 5 feet from the stop line.
The reason for choosing this value of approaching speed was that for
a vehicle to stop within a distance of five feet under a deceleration
rate of four feet per second per second, the initial speed of such a
vehicle would have to be equal to or less than 20 feet per second.
In order to evaluate the list of design and operational counter-
measures discussed earlier, a complete factorial model of the fixed
effect types was considered. Selecting three levels for median width,
two levels for median opening, two levels for median control, three
levels for intersection width, two levels for right turn pocket lane.
three levels for turning percentages, five levels for grade configura-
tions, four levels for advance warning system, and two levels for
speed limit enforcement, a total of 8640 data points would have been
required for only one level of major-minor volume combination. Knowing
that the average cost of simulating traffic through divided inter-
sections for a time period of 400 seconds is around $4.0, an experiment
like this would have cost a total of $33,560. One way of reducing the
number of required data points was by assuming that three or higher
factor interactions are negligible. Consequently, it was decided to
perform the analysis in a group of small experiments of one, two, and
three factors at the most per experiment. Because of the lack of
information in the literature concerning the significance of the inter-
action of these variables, it was decided to combine some of the
variables. The analysis of variance statistical test was used. The
experiment number, variables for each experiment, and the levels of
each variable are shown in Table 1 for unsignalized intersections.
Experiment 1; Evaluation of Intersection Median Width
This experiment was designed for the purpose of evaluating the
effect of the median width of divided intersections and its impact on
traffic safety and operation. To simulate traffic through divided
intersections using the UTCS model, it was assumed that such an inter-
section consisted of two separate intersections, each with two-lane
one-way traffic. A short link between them represented the intersection
median. The length of tliis intermediate link was given a lower limit
value equal to a vehicle length. It was assumed the average passenger
car length was 20 feet and average truck length was 30 feet. Therefore
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the minimum median width which allows at least one truck to stop was
taken to be 30 feet. The higher levels of this variable can thus be
in the multiples of 30 feet; such as 60 feet which allow 3 passenger
cars or 2 trucks at the median.
The major road volume has a direct effect on the time gaps
created on the major road, therefore by changing its levels the expected
number of right-angle conflicts would change and in turn change the
total number of conflicts. Variation in minor road volume may cause
longer or shorter queues at both the stop sign of the minor road and
the intersection median, therefore the interaction of median width and
minor road volume was also thought to have significant effect on con-
flicts.
Five major volumes of 200, 350, 500, 650, and 800 vph and two minor
volumes of 50 and 100 vph were considered. These volume levels were
chosen to cover the possible flow rate ranges of stop control inter-
sections. All the other factors were fixed during the experiment and
they represented a hypothetical intersection:
1. Left turn, through, and right turn percentages for the major
road traffic were 5, 90, and 5, respectively.
2. Left turn, through, and right turn percentages for the minor
road were 15, 70, and 15, respectively.
3. Truck percentages were assumed 30 percent of the major traffic
and 10 percent of the minor traffic.
4. Intersection median opening of 48 feet which allows two lanes
of traffic for each direction.
5. Low grades were considered for both major and minor approaches.
Each cell, representing a particular major volume-minor volume
median width combination, was simulated by the model for a 600 second
simulation duration. Since modeling random events and human behavior
requires access to many probability distributions, a number of repeated
runs was required to derive an adequate sample estimate for the true
population mean for each cell. Each cell stored the average dependent
value for the variables: 1. Average delay per vehicle (seconds),
2. Number of conflicts, 3. Stop delay per vehicle (seconds), 4. De-
lay per vehicle-mile of travel (minutes per vehicle-miles), 5.
Minor
road delay (seconds), 6. Major road delay (seconds). The six
response
measures were simultaneously obtained for each cell. An analysis
of
variance model, shown in Table 2, indicated that three replicated
runs
per cell provided an adequate estimate of the residual
error. The
effect of major road volume, minor road volume, and median
width were
all tested by the error term in the model. Also the
interaction of
two out of the three variables as well as the interaction
of all the
three variables were tested by the error term. The linear
model was
formulated with the assumptions of homogeneity of variances,
normality,
additivity, and independence of errors.
The three replicate entries in each cell, after
demonstrating
satisfaction of the W-test for normality and the Burr-Foster
Q-test
for variance homogeneity, were subjected to analysis
of variance pro-
cedure. This analysis of variance statistical
test was conducted for
each dependent variable. It was found that the
three factor inter-
action (major voluoie, minor volume, median width)
was significant for
the case of conflicts at level of significance
a = .05 and the other
Table 2. The Statistical Model of Experiment 1
Model
Y, ., . = M + A^ + B. 4- AB, . + C, + AC,, + BC, + ABC. ., + £,. ., no
ijkS, i j ij k ik jk ijk (ijk)x.
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= major volume per approach 1 = 1,2,3,4,5
= minor volume per approach j = 1,2
= median width k = 1,2
= estimated dependent variable: delay, fuel consumption,
and conflicts
= random error component
= random variance
= variance contributed by a fixed factor where z = major
volume, minor volume, and median width
= 3, number of replicates per cell
= overall mean
dependent variables were not significant. Results of the MOVA are
shown in Tables A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6, Appendix A. It was
found that both major and minor volumes have a significant effect on all
dependent variables, except in the case of minor road delay, for level of
significance a = .05. Minor road delays were found to be significantly
affected by major volume, however minor volumes were not affecting it
for level of a = .05. Median width was found not to have any
significant effect on both delay and conflict. On the other hand, the
three factor interaction showed significance for the case of conflicts
at level of significance a = . 05 and hence a multiple comparison test
was considered. A modified version of the student Newman-Keuls
technique was applied to compare the means of the three factor inter-
action. Twenty cells were studied-each contained the mean value of
three replicates. A summary of the significant differences between
the means is shown in Table A-7, Appendix A. Comparisons of the individual
means of the three replicates for the three factor interaction revealed
the following:
1. At major volume of 800 vph, minor volume of 50 vph and median,
width of 30 feet, the number of conflicts was significantly
higher than the number of conflicts for the six cases of the
combination of the two major volumes 200, 350 vph, the two
minor volumes 50 and 100 vph, and the two median widths 30
and 60 feet.
2. The interaction of major volume 500 vph, minor volume 50 vph,
and median width 60 feet had a significantly higher number of
conflicts than the six cases mentioned above.
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3. As for the case of major volume of 650 vph, minor volume 50 vph
and median width 30 feet, the number of conflicts was signifi-
cantly higher than the case of major volume 200 vph, minor
volume 50 Arph, and median width 60 feet as well as the case
of major volume 350 vph, minor volume 100 vph, and median
width 30 feet.
The means of the twenty cells of this experiment were plotted in
Figure 1 to show the effect of major volume, minor volume, and median
width on average delay and conflicts.
The following observations were made on the basic results of this
experiment:
1. All the seven delay measurements were significantly affected
by traffic flow on both major and minor roads. This result
confirmed the consistency of the model for estimating delay
at intersections. Therefore it was decided to use only the
average delay per vehicle in the following experiments as the
traffic operational measure.
2. Both major and minor road volume had a significant effect on
conflicts, a conclusion which supported the consistency of
the model in predicting conflicts.
3. At high major road volumes and median width of 30 feet, the
number of conflicts v/as significantly higher than any other
combination. As the median width increased, the number of
conflicts decreased.
The overall conclusion reached from this experiment was that the
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FIGURE 1, EFFECT OF MAJOR VOLUME, MINOR VOLUME,
AND MEDIAN WIDTH ON AVERAGE DELAY AND CONFLICTS
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enough at the early stages of the planning process. A question can
be
raised concerning this subject: What will happen to traffic delay
and
safety if the median width is less than 30 feet? Median width values
less than 20 feet do not provide protection either for passenger cars
or for trucks. On the other hand, median width values larger than
20
feet and less than 30 feet will cause truck drivers to over-hang
the
rear-end of their vehicles exposed to the major road traffic which is
a potential hazard. From the previous discussion, it was decided to
assume that all possible median width values less than 30 feet are
represented by the undivided intersection case.
Traffic delay comparisons between divided and undivided inter-
sections were discussed in an earlier interim report on this
project.
As for safety, a group of simulation runs were implemented
to predict
number of conflicts occuring at unsignalized intersections.
The purpose
of these runs was to compare the undivided case against
the 30 foot median
width case. Four levels of major road volumes 350, 500, 650,
and 800 vph
and two levels of minor road volumes 50 and 100 vph
were investigated.
Three simulation replications, each 400 seconds
duration, were run for
each major-minor road volume combination. The other
geometrical and opera-
tional factors were kept the same as those of experiment 1.
Because
the simulation duration of the 30 foot median width case
(600 seconds)
was different than that of the zero foot median width
case (400 seconds),
conflict rates wore used in the analysis instead of
number of conflicts.
Conflict rates were calculated by dividing total
number of conflicts
by the sura of traffic volume entering the
intersection from both major
and minor approaches during the simulation
period.
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Homogeneity and normality tests were checked and no transformation
was needed. A statistical analysis of variance test was performed and the
results of this test, shown in Table A-8, Appendix A, indicated that major
volume, minor volume and median width and their possible interactions
are significant at level of a = .05. The Newman-Keuls test was applied
on the cell means of the three factor interaction and it was concluded
that the conflict rate of the case of major road volume 500 vph, minor
road volume 50 vph, and undivided intersection were found to cause the
highest conflict rates and the differences between this rate and all
other rates were significant at a level of ,01. The implications of
these findings are the following: At major road volume of 500 vph the
average time gap is approximately 7.2 seconds and this average value
varies from 11.0 seconds, at a flow rate of 200 vph, to 4.50 seconds
at a flow rate of 800 vph. Therefore, the probability of
a minor road
vehicle to accept a medium (7.2 seconds) or large size gap (11.0
seconds) in the major flow is higher than the probability of
accepting
a small size gap (4.5 seconds). On the other hand, the
evasive actions
of major road drivers due to minor road vehicle interruption,
such as
lane changing or braking, are more frequent at medium traffic
volumes
than at low volumes. Hence the number of conflicts occurring
at
medium traffic volumes (500 vph) are probably higher than
those of
small (200 vph) and large volumes (800 vph)
.
It was also noted from the simulation results
that conflict
rates for undivided intersections (zero median width)
were larger than
those for the intersection with 30 foot median
width, a result which
can be expected because of the fact that minor
road drivers on un-
divided intersections are required to perform their
maneuvers in one
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movement without stopping at the median and therefore they tend to
accept unsafe gaps. This conclusion complements the results of
experiment 1 which indicated that the increase in median width causes
an increase in number of conflicts.
Experiment 2: Width of Median Opening and the Provision of Right
Turn Pocket Lane
The purpose of this experiment was to study the effect of the
width of median opening and the existence of right turn pocket on delay,
and conflicts at Intersections. Two levels of median openings were
considered. A 24 loot median opening which allows one lane of traffic
per direction and a 48 foot for two lanes per direction. The second
variable was the existence of a right rurn pocket lane on the minor
road
with a capacity of two vehicles. The interaction between the
two
variables mentioned above and the turning and through volumes of
the
minor road were thought to have a significant effect on both
traffic
operation and safety. Therefore it was decided to include a third
independent factor in the experiment v,?hich represented the
percentage
of turning movement traffic. Three levels of 10-80-10,
15-70-15, and
20-60-20 were studied for loft turn-through movement-right turn per-
centages, respectively. A typical intersection was considered
with
the following characteristics:
1. Major road volume of 600 vph and a minor road
volume of 100 vph.
2. Truck traffic of 30 and 10 percent for major
and minor volumes.
3. Median width of 30 feet.
4. Stop sign at median.
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A linear model of complete randomized design with a fixed factor,
similar to the model sho\m in Table 2 was used to analyze this
experiment. The design led to 12 cells each stored three replications.
Two dependent variables were obtained from the simulation runs and they
were
:
1. Average delay per vehicle (seconds)
2. Number of conflicts.
The test of homogeneity (Burr-Foster) and the normality test
(W-test) were satisfied for this experiment. The analysis of variance
procedure was implemented for the two dependent variables and it was
found that the turning movement percentages, and thn existence of
right turning pocket lane on the minor road had no significant effect
on either average delay or on number of conflicts. As for the effect
of width of median opening, it was found to be significant for average
delay per vehicle and not significant for number of conflicts, for
a level of .05. The results of ANOVA for average delay and number of
conflicts, are shown in Tables A-9 and A-10, Appendix
A.
The results of this experiment suggest that median openings should
have enough width to allow two lanes of traffic per direction to reduce
delay and improve traffic operation. The provision of a right
turn
pocket lane was proved not to provide any significant improvement
in
traffic safety and operation. It should be pointed out
that the results
of this experiment are valid only to the type of Intersections
con-
sidered in the analysis.
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Experiment 3; Evaluation of Roadway Gradients
The effect of roadway gradient on traffic safety and operation
was incorporated into the simulation exercise in two separate ways.
The first involves the specification of the average intersection dis-
charge rate and the second approach concerns the performance of trucks
along links with significant grades.
The UTCS simulation model uses one set of acceleration rates for
2
all passenger cars. This rate is 8 ft/sec until the vehicle reaches
2
the speed of ]6 ft/sec; thereafter, the acceleration rate is 3 ft/sec
until the speed assigned to the vehicle is attained. The logic of
the model assumes that the acceleration rate and speed characteristics
are not significantly affected by grades because of the high performance
characteristics of passenger cars. Acceleration rates for trucks under
2
all conditions were specified as 3 ft/sec until the vehicle reaches
the speed of 16 ft/sec when the acceleration rate was reduced to
2 ft/sec .
In order to implement experiment 3, a group of simulation runs
was made, in which different roadway gradients on both major and minor
approaches were considered. Negative or positive grades on each
approach and/^-r both approaches were considered for minor road as well
as major road and the combinations of these gradient alternatives
amounted to five patterns both positive and negative cases. Three
computer replications of A80 seconds of simulation period for
each
pattern were studied under major traffic volume of 800 vph and
minor
traffic volume of LOO vph. These volumes were chosen as they
are the
threshold values beyond which signallzation Is generally
warranted.
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Three dependent variables were considered: 1. Average delay per
vehicle, 2. Stop delay per vehicle, 3. Number of traffic conflicts.
The five design alternatives and the average cell values of the
dependent variables can be seen in Table 3. The cell means of the
first four alternatives were noticed to be very close and smaller than
the cell mean of the fifth alternative. The same phenomenon was
observed for stop delay per vehicle and the reason for the increase in
delay is probably because the high speed of major road traffic
approaching the intersection on downgrade causes minor road vehicles
to wait longer for the purpose of finding an acceptable gap.
The highest number of traffic conflicts was also observed from
the fifth alternative, a result which was expected because right turn
and left turn minor road vehicles require long distance on the upgrade
major road approach to attain the free-flow speed of that link, and
consequently more "brake light" and "lane switch" conflicts occur.
On the other hand, the lowest number of conflicts were
observed from
the opposite design configurations in which major road
vehicles
approach the intersection on an upgrade and leave it on
downgrade.
Statistical homogeneity and normality tests were checked and
no
transformation was needed for the variable "number of
conflicts". A
Naperian logaritlim transformation was performed on both
delay variables
to make the variances of all cells equal for
level of significance
a = .05. A one-way analysis of variance
was conducted for the three
dependent variables and the analysis showed
significance for the con-
flict variable at u level of .05; however,
the two delay variables
were found to be nonsignificant. The
results of the statistical
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On the basis of the results of this experiment it can be stated
that the last two design alternatives, as shown in Table 3,
are not
conducive to safety at divided highway intersections.
Experiment 4: Evaluation of Median Control and Intersection Width
Yield and stop controls were considered as median control variables
and three intersection widths of 108, 132, and 156 feet for the second
variable. A complete randomized linear model, of fixed factor type,
was adopted for this experiment. Three replicates per cell were ob-
tained from the computer simulation runs. The within error term was
used to test the effect of median control, the intersection width,
and
their interaction which can be observed from Table A-12,
Appendix A.
A typical intersection with the following geometrical
and operational
factors was considered.
1. Minor and major volume were assumed to be 100 vph and 800
vph.
2. Major road turning percentages were 5, 90, and 5, and
minor
road turning percentages were 40, 30, and 40 for left turn,
through movement, and right turn, respectively.
3. Median width of 30 feet and width of median
opening of 48 feet.
4. A left-turn pocket lane on the major road
with a capacity of
four vehicles and a right-turn pocket lane with a
capacity of
tV70 vehicles on the minor approach.
5. Major road truck traffic of 30 percent,
and minor road of
10 percent.
Average delay per vehicle and number of
conflicts were obtained
from the simulation runs. The ANOVA results
showed that median control
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had a significant effect on the number of conflicts for a level of .05.
Summary of the ANOVA results for average delay per vehicle and number of
conflicts are shown in Tables A-13 and A- 14, Appendix A. The mean re-
sponse of the six cells of this experiment were plotted and they are shown
in Figure 2. The two plots of Figure 2 indicate that using stop con-
trol at the intersection median causes less conflicts than installing
yield control and this reduction was proved to be significant from
ANOVA. This experiment concluded that by Installing a positive control
device at the iutersection median, such as stop sign or flasher as
opposed to yield sign or no control, safety is improved significantly.
This conclusion is true because the installation of a stop sign at the
median causes all minor road vehicles to come to a complete stop at
the median before crossing or merging with the major road traffic in
the simulation model and a second gap acceptance value is then assigned
to the driver. This gap size varies depending upon the driver type,
and a "brake light" or "lane switch" conflict may or may not take place
on the major road approaches. On the other hand, the installation of
a yield sign at the median allows drivers to perform their maneuvers
at a speed of 10 mph in the program; therefore the probability of major
road conflict occurrence is higher than that for stop control.
Experiment 5; Evaluation of Advance Warning Systems
and Speed Enforcement
The advance warning systems included advance warning signs,
rumble strips, and route markers located on the minor approach.
The simulation logic involving the mLnor vehicle movement on an
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FIGURE 2, EFFECT OF CONTROL TYPE AT MEDIAN AND
INTERSECTION WIDTH ON AVERAGE DELAY AND NUMBER
OF CONFLICTS
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1. The distance between the position of the vehicle and the downstream
node of the minor road link, 2. The distance required for a vehicle to
come to a complete stop with a rate of deceleration of 7 feet per
second per second which is the safe stopping distance. The process of
reducing the speed of a vehicle starts when the distance between this
vehicle and the stop line becomes equal to or less than the safe
stopping distance. The distance between the vehicle and the stop line
is a function of the length of the link in which the vehicle is
located; therefore the sight distance of a vehicle is Indirectly
represented by the length of intersection approaches. By varying this
length, the evaluation of advance control systems becomes possible.
As for speed enforcement it was decided to vary the target speed
of minor road links in the simulation model and study its effect on
conflicts and delays.
Three measures of effectivness were observed from the simulation
runs and they were:
1. Number of conflicts as defined earlier in Interim
Report 4 (1)
2. The Number of vehicles that passed the stopping line
or have
an approaching speed higher than 20 feet per second.
3. The average delay per vehicle.
Before setting up possible levels of advance warning
systems, it
was decided to consult previous researches. In
an early study, Kermlt
( 2 ) observed that the use of rumble strips
as an advance warning
system at stop controlled intersections caused
marked changes in
driver behavior and substantial savings ^"n
accident cost. The results
of this study showed that, on the average,
the reduction of vehicle
22
speed was 9 mph, observed at a location 450 feet away from the inter-
section, after three rumble strips were crossed. The first of the
three rumble strips was located 1000 feet away from the intersection.
Visual transmission by means of signs, as opposed to audible
stimuli produced by rumble strips, was a natural development. However,
early signs were varied and often difficult to read, Forbes (3)
adopted the term "legibility" to indicate the ability to read the
letters on a sign. A methdd for determining legibility distances for
a standard block-letter alphabet was developed by him. In another
study, the legibility distance was observed to vary from 200 feet to
2000 feet depending on light conditions, letter types, and letter
heights (^)-
A recent study by Ruden et. al. (5) evaluated the effect of
strobe lights attached to advance warning signs on driver behavior at
rail- road crossings. It was found from this study that advance
warning signs without strobe lights did not cause drivers to reduce
their speeds; the average speed observed at a distance of 500 feet
away from the crossing was not significantly different from that ob-
served at a distance of 2200 feet. On the other hand, attaching strobe
lights on advance warning signs caused a reduction in speed of 15 mph
as compared with the original condition.
Accordingly, four levels of 400, 800, 1200 and 1600 feet were
considered for the advance warning system variable. As for the second
independent variable, target speeds of 35 and 25 mph were assumed to
be the ippropriate levels. Three replicates per cell were
observed and
a linear model siirilar to the one used in experiment 4
was adopted to
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perform the analysis of variance. Homogeneity and normality tests
were satisfied and the MOVA results are shown in Tables A-15, A-16,
and A-17, Appendix A, for number of conflicts, number of vehicles ex-
ceeding safe speed (20 ft/sec), and average delay per vehicle, respec-
tively. The cell means were plotted for the three dependent variables
and they are shown in Figure 3.
The results of ANOVA shov/ed that the advance warning system had
a significant effect on average delay per vehicle as well as on number
of conflicts. In Figure 3 it can be seen that as the advance warning
distance increases, the number of conflicts decreases, and the average
delay per vehicle increases. It can therefore be stated that the
installation of an advance warning system at minor road approaches
improves safety considerably. It was also concluded that speed en-
forcement on the minor road approaches did not have any significant
effect on traffic delay and safety. The number of vehicles exceeding
safe speeds was observed not to be affected by the two independent
variables and the second plot of Figure 3 did not show any trend. It
was concluded that this variable was not a good measure for safety
evaluation and the other measure, number of conflicts, was sufficient
for this experiment.
Some general conclusions were reached from this experiment and
they were:
1. To improve safety at stop controlled intersections, advance
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2. Speed enforcement at minor road approaches, as evaluated by
the simulation model, proved to have no significant effect on
traffic safety.
3. Measure of effectiveness of number of vehicles exceeding safe
speed proved to be inefficient to evaluate safety at stop-
controlled intersections.
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EVALUATION OF COUNTERMEASURES AT SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
The dominant types of accidents at signalized intersections are
the following: 1. Rear end accidents caused by drivers who fail to
stop for slowing or stopped vehicles turning right or left or stopped
on amber or red, 2. Right angle accidents created by vehicles who ran
a red light, or entered the intersection during a short amber phase,
3. Left turning accidents caused by drivers who accept an unsafe gap
in the opposing traffic to perform a left turning maneuver.
For the signalized intersections the measure of effectiveness of
the safety aspect was represented by the sum of the number of vehicles
stopped at the intersection and the number of vehicles which go through
the intersection during the amber phase. This measure was used to
evaluate the first two types of accidents. For the third type of
accidents the safety was evaluated by the number of vehicles that
accept a gap shorter than a 5-second gap size. An in-depth study of
the possible areas in which an improvement of safety can be made at
signalized intersections, including the interdisciplinary team and cor-
relation studies of this research, yielded the following list:
1. Type of control alternatives such as fixed time signal, semi-





3. Advance warning systems such as rumble strips, advance warning
signs, and route markers located on minor approaches.
4. Number of signal phases.
5. Duration of amber and all-red phase.
6. Speed enforcement on major roads.
7. Locations of detectors for the actuated control units.
Each of the above variables was evaluated through the application
of the computer model as discussed in the following sections.
Experiment 6: Evaluation of Control Alternatives
Five signal control systems were studied, each with two phases
and their signal timings were as follows:
1. Fixed-time signal with a total cycle length of 80 seconds where
the duration of the two phases are proportioned with the
volume of traffic on both approaches.
2. Semi-actuated control with initial interval of 12 seconds,
vehicle extension of 3 seconds, and maximum extension of 24
seconds for the actuated phase of the minor approach. A
minimum green interval of 36 seconds was adopted for the major
approach (non actuated).
3. Fully-actuated control with an initial interval of 12 seconds,
a vehicle extension of 3 seconds, and a maximum extension of
27 seconds for the minor road approach. These values were
16, 4, anc 64 seconds respectively for the major road approach.
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4. Fully-actuated control unit similar to the one mentioned above
and provided with variable initial interval and gap reduction
feature (Volume-Density Control). A maximum initial interval
of 24 seconds, number of actuations to reach maximum of 8,
a minimum gap of 8 seconds, and a maximum gap of 10 seconds
was used for the major approach. These values were 12, 6, 6,
and 10 respectively for the minor road approach. The values
of initial interval, vehicle extension and maximum extension
were assumed to bo 12, 4, and 60 for major approach, and 6,4,
and 34 for minor road approach.
5. A green extension system (GES) is a fully actuated control
with more than one loop detector on the major road to detect
the approaching vehicle in advance and extend the green phase
duration on the major link. The extension of the green phase
reduces the probability of a vehicle getting trapped in the
dilemma zone when the signal turns amber. For this control
type a maximum extension of 90 seconds was used on the major
approach with a passage time of 5 seconds and an initial
interval of 15 seconds. As for the minor approach, the same
figures used in the previous control alternative were ass-mied.
The signal timings of the five controls were chosen to be the
average of the upper and lower boundaries suggested by the
Southern Section of the Institute of Traffic Engineers (SSITE)
(6).
All the five control alternatives had an amber
phase of 4 seconds,
a major volume of 800 vph, a minor volume of 100
vph and turning per-
centages of 5, 90, and 5 for left turn, through,
and right turn movements
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on the major approach. Three replicates each of AOO seconds were con-
sidered lor each alternaLive. Numhcr of vehicles stopped during amber
phase, number of vehicles continuing during the amber phase, and average
delay per vehicle were observed from the simulation output. The t^ical
number of tlie first two variables was called "number of conflicts".
Homogeneity of variances and normality test were satisfied and a one-
way analysis of variance was conducted for both dependent variables.
The results of ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference
between the number of conflicts observed for the five control alternatives,
however the average delay per vehicle was found to be significantly
different at level a = .05. The cell means and the ANOVA results can
be seen in Table A-18, Appendix A. Although not found to be statistically
significant at a = .05, it was noticed that fixed-time and semi-actuated
controls cause more conflicts than fully actuated, volume density and
GES controls. This is explained by the fact that the number of amber
phases for the first two alternatives are higher than the last three;
more amber phases increase the probability of hazardous conditions at
an intersection. On the other hand, the average delay per vehicle for
these two alternatives are smaller than the values observed for the
other three control alternatives.
Experiment 7: Effect of Signal Timing on Conflicts and Delay
The previous experiment showed that the control type had no signi-
ficant effect on number of conflicts, therefore it was decided to con-
sider only one control type for the next experiment. Consequently the
experiment to test the effect of signal timing was conducted with the
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fully-actuated control. Three independent variables were set up and
they were: 1. Major road volume of AGO, 800, and 1200 vehicles
per
hour, 2. Minor road volume of LOO and 300 vehicles per hour, 3.
Maximum
green extension periods of 36, A8, and 60 seconds for major road
and
the corresponding values for minor road were 18, 26, and 34
seconds,
respectively. For this experiment it was necessary to determine
the
interaction of signal timing with the major road and minor
road volumes
and this was accomplished by using the error term.
Geometrical and
operational aspects were kept constant for all simulation
runs. An
initial interval of 12 seconds, and a vehicle extension
of 4 seconds
were used for the major road. These values were 6 and 4
seconds for
the minor approach. Major road turning percentages
were 5, 90, and 5,
and minor road percentages were 30, 40, 30 for left
turn, through, and
right tun-i. respectively. Four percent commercial
traffic was assumed
for minor approach and six percent for major
approach. An elapsed
simulation time of 450 seconds was considered for
each case. Three
dependent variables were observed from the simulation
runs and they
were: 1. Average delay per vehicle, 2. Total
number of conflicts,
3. Left turn conflicts. Analysis of variance
test results are shown
in Tables A-19, A-20, and A-21,
Appendix A.
Th,>. results of ANOVA showed that b.>th minor
and major road volumes
significantlv affect average delay per vehicle
for significance level
of a = .05. As for number of conflicts,
major volume was found to have
significant effect at a level of .05. Both
minor road volume and signal
timing .showed significant effect on
left turn conflicts at a = .05. In
addition, the following results were
reached: 1. The combination of
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the major and minor road volumes significantly affect the average delay
per vehicle at a = .05, 2. The combination of the minor volume and
signal timing significantly affect left turning conflicts at a = .05.
Therefore, a multiple comparison test was performed to find the levels
which had the significant effect. Newmau-Keuls test was conducted on
the means of the significant two-factor interactions including their main
effects and the results are shown in Tables A-22 and A-23, Appendix A. The
results of Table A-22 showed that the three major-minor volume interactions
(1200x300), (J200::100), and (800x300) have average delay significantly
higher than all other interactions at a level of significance a = .01.
As for the minor volume-signal timing interaction, it was found that
the case of minor molume 300 \rph, maximum extension green interval for
major road of 60 seconds, and maximum extension green interval for
minor road of 34 seconds have left turn conflicts significantly higher
than all other cases for a level of .05.
The cell means were plotted for the purpose of observing the
effect of the three independent variables on average delay per vehicle,
number of conflicts, and left turn conflicts and these plots are shown
in Figures A and 5. The results of ANOVA and plots of the cell means
revealed tlie following:
1. Ilajor and minor road volumes and their interactions liave a
signific.niit effect on delay. Also it was observed that traffic
volume and average delay per vehicle are positively correlated.
2. Both major and minor road volumes are negatively correlated
witli nu!nb(>r of conflicts. As the maximum green extension in-
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FIGURE 4, EFFECT OF MAJOR VOLUME . MINOR VOLUME.






















































figure: 5, EFFECT OF MAJOR VOLUME. MINOR VOLUME, SIGNAL
TIMING ON NUMBER OF CONFLICTS AND LEFT TURN CONFLICTS
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Maximum extension was found to affect significantly the
number of conflicts occurring at a signalized intersection; this
suggests that one should maximize the green extension phase
on both approaches to minimize conflicts and improve safety.
3. Signal timing and minor road volume were found to have
significant effect on left turn conflicts and major road
volume was not significant for level a •= .05.
Experiment 8: Effect of Advance Warning System and Separate
Left Turn Phase on Traffic Safety and Operation
The purpose of this experiment was to study the effect of the
following factors on delay and conflicts at intersections:
1. Advance warning system on both major and minor approaches.
2. Adding a separate left turn phase to the control unit,
A fully-actuated control was adopted for this experiment with an
initial interval period of 12 seconds, vehicle extension of 4 seco.'ds,
and maximum extension of '^O seconds for major road and values of 6, 4,
and 34 seconds for minor road. The major and minor road volumes were
fixed at arbitrary values of 1000 and 150 vph. Turning movement
per-
centages were assumed to be 15. 80, 5 percent for left turn,
through,
and right turn maneuvers, respectively, of major road,
and 30, 40, and
30 percent for minor road. Commercial traffic was
assumed to be 30
and 10 percent for major and minor traffic,
respectively.
To study the effect of advance warning system
on traffic performance,
th^ee different coaditions for the location of
such warning were con-
sidered:
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1. Distances of advance warning system from the stop lines of
major and minor approaches were 500 and 300 feet, respectively.
2. Distances of advance warning system from the stop lines of
major and minor approaches were 1000 and 600 feet, respectively.
3. Distances of advance warning system from the stop lines of
major and minor approaches wore 1500 and 900 feet, respectively.
As for the separate left turn phase, a third phase of initial
interval equal to 6 seconds, vehicle extension equal to 3 seconds, and
maximum extension equal to 18 seconds, was used. Three replicates per
ceJ.l were simulated with a simulation period of A50 seconds and a
linear model of a fixed effect type was adopted to calculate the ANOVA
for this experiment. The results of ANOVA showed that the distance of
the advance warning system from the stop line as well as the addition
of a separate left turn phase did not have a significant effect on
traffic safety and operation. Also the two factor interaction of the
two variables mentioned above proved to have no significant effect on
traffic characteristics. Number of conflicts, number of vehicles
exceeding safe speed, and number of left turn conflicts were chosen as
safety raeasures. As for traffic operation, the average delay per
vehicle v.'as adopted as a measure of effectiveness.
The results of ANOVA are shown in Tables A-24, A-25, A-26,
and A-27,
Appendix A. In addition, the cell means are plotted in Figure 6.
The
plots indicate that an addition of a separate left
turn phase reduces
the number of left turn conflicts but increases
the average delay per
vehicle. The reduction of lei t turn conflicts was
proved, by ANOVA,
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DISTANCE OF ADVANCE WARNING SYSTEM FROM STOP LINE
LEVELS MAJOR MINOR
DISTANCE OF ADVANCE 1 500 feet 300 feet
WARNING SYSTEM 2 1000 feet 600 feet
FROM STOP LINE 3 1500 feet 900 feet
FIGURE 6, EFFECT OF NUMBER OF PHASES AND DISTANCE
OF ADVANCE WARNING SYSTEM ON SAFETY AND OPERATION
OF TRAFFIC
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The results of this experiment indicated that the location of the
advance warning system at signalized intersections did have an effect
in decreasing the number of observed conflicts, however the decrease
was not significant at a = .05. The measure "Number of vehicles exceed-
ing safe speed" was found to be inconsistent with the change in the
location of the advance warning system and led to the rejection of this
measure as a variable in evaluating advance warning countermeasures
for both signalized and unsignalized intersections.
Left-Turn Accidents Caused by Shadow Factor
The simulation model was modified to incorporate the occurrence
of possible conflicts created by the show factor of left turning
vehicles. The logic of detecting such conflicts was explained in Interim
Report 4 (1). Several computer runs were performed with different
traffic volumes and it was noticed that such situations occurred rarely.
Therefore, it was decided to use a probabilistic approach for evaluat-
ing this type of accident. The conditional probability of the shadow
factor conflict is shown in equation 1.
P (shadow factor conflict) = P (a vehicle making a left turn) x
P (a vehicle making left turn from the opposite approach) x
P (at least one or more opposing vehicles going through the
intersection) 1
The multiplication of the second and third terms of equation 1
represents a left-turn conflict.
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A loft-turn conflict is defined as the simultaneous existence of a
left turn and an opposing through vehicle, both on the major road,
within a time period At in seconds. As this time period decreases the
probability of having a left-turn accident increases. The time gap At
at which a left-turn accident occurs was called "critical gap".
The probability of a left-turn conflict is equal to the probability
of at least one or more opposing vehicles going through the intersection
within tlie critical gap and at least one vehicle wants to turn left.
ThiG is known as the conditional probability of any two events. Since
the two I'vcnts of this process, left-turn and through maneuvers, are
mutually exclusive, che left-turn probability amounts to the multiplica-
tion of ;-he probabilities of the individual events as shown in equation
2.
Probability (left-turn conflict) = P(A/B) = P(A) P(B) 2
where, P(A) = P(at least one opposing vehicle is going through in At).
P(B) = P(at least one vehicle is turning left in At).
Assuming that traffic flow follows a Poisson distribution, the
individual probability terras can be seen in equations 3 and 4.
-,X At
P(A) = 1 - P (no opposing vehicle going through) = 1-e 3
-A^At
P(B) = 1 - P (no vehicle turning left) = 1-e ^
where, A = hourly opposing through movement rate/3fiO0.
X = hourly left-turn rnte/3600.
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Knowing the probability of both maneuvers, the expected number of
conflicts can be estimated from equation 5.
Expected Number of Conflicts = (l--e^l^^^h (l-e^2^^'h (>^j+X2^ ^
To be able to use equation 5 for conflict prediction purposes, one
should estimate the critical gap. At. It has been established from a
comprehensive study by the Federal Highway Administration (7) that
approximately 15 left-turn accidents occur for every 100,000 left-turn
conflicts. Knowing the number of reported accidents at a signalized
intersection; the flow rates (A^ , A ); and the conflict to accident ratio,
the critical gap At can be calculated. Therefore, the number of left-
turn accidents reported for eight signalized intersections in Indiana
were collected for the years 1974, 1975 and 1976. In addition, the
average daily traffic figures for both opposing through and left-turn
maneuvers were gathered for the same time period. The average critical
gap values for the eight intersections were then calculated from equation
5 and they are shown in Table 4. A linear regression model was
developed to estimate critical gap rs a function of the average daily
traffic for both maneuvers. A high correlation coefficient (r) of .947
and a significance a value of .003 for the regression term were
attained.
Substituting the expression of a left-turn conflict into equation 1,
the probability of a shadow factor conflict becomes:
A^CAt) A^(At) A^CAt)
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Application of equation 6 to four levels of major road ADT
(10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000) along with the corresponding left-
turn ADT (1,500, 2,250, 3,000, 3,750) yielded annual number of shadow
factor accidents of 0.29, 0.88, 1.37, and 1.4 accidents.
Because of the small number of shadow factor accidents, the addi-
tion of a left-turn phase does not appear to be warranted. However,
an examination of the accident records indicated that two out of the
twelve intersections considered in the left turn accident analysis had
several accidents which chould be related to the shadow factor condi-
tion; in one intersection the number of such accidents was six in one
year, while in another the number was two. Because of the nature of
reporting, more accidents might have occurred without being recorded
as shadow factor accidents. The analysis of this particular type of
accident suggests a possible countermeasure would be to caution left-
turn drivers about opposing through traffic behind the opposing left
turning vehicles.
Experiment 9: Amber and All-Red Phase Timing for Fixed Time Control
Amber phase indication is used after the green interval to warn
motorists facing the signals to come to a stop, and if possible, to do
so with safety. The duration of this phase should provide enough time
for vehicles to clear the intersection before cross traffic starts to
move. If the clearance interval is too long, it may be used as part of
the green interval. On the other hand, sliort amluT pliase duration may
constitute a hazard and increasi' rcar-eiid id 1 1 i s i ons. Previous studies
have shown that at liigh speed intersections or at exceptionally wide
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streets 4 to 6-seconds of clearance interval may be warranted (8).
While clearance intervals in excess of 6 seconds may be necessary at
very wide or complicated intersections, they are likely to cause im-
patience among drivers awaiting the signal change, which may result in
starting through the intersection before the green indication appears.
It has been established (9) that adding an all-red interval of
sufficient duration (normally 1 or 2 seconds), immediately after the
amber pliase, permits clearance of the intersection before cross traffic
is released.
For fully actuated signal control the simulation model did not
show any change in the results when the duration of the amber phase was
varied and also when an all-red phase was added. However, the model
proved to be sensitive to the change in amber phase and to the addition
of an all-red phase for the fixed-time signal situation, as indicated
by the corresponding changes in delay and conflict values. The reason
for no change in the delay and conflict results of the fully-actuated
control with the variation of the amber phase duration, or addition of
an all-red phase probably is explained by the fact that the detection
system of the computer logic terminates the green phase when there is no
vehicle within the detection distance. Therefore no vehicles exist after
the green phase during the subsequent amber or all-red phases. On the
other hand, the amber phase occurs, in the case of fixed time, according
to pretimed dials whether a vehicle exists or not after a green phase.
Consequently, the results of the simulation model are sensitive to
changes in amber phase timing for the fixed time control only.
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Experiment 9 was designed to evaluate the effects of amber-phase
duration and ail-red interval on traffic performance. A fixed effect
model with three independent variables was adopted. The first variable
was amber phase duration which had two levels of 4 and 6 seconds. These
figures ware chosen because they represent the boundaries of the most
satisfactory range that a good signal timing requires. The other two
variables were major road volume and minor road volume. IVo levels for
major road volune of 1000 and 1600 vph and two levels for minor road
volume of 100 and 300 vph were chosen. Three replications, 480 seconds
duration time per computer run, were considered. Homogeneity and
normality tests were satisfied and analysis of variance statistical test
was applied. The results of the tests, shown in Tables A-28, A-29,
and A-30, Appendix A, indicate that the three independent variables
have no significant effect on the number of conflicts. However, the
average delay per vehicle was significantly affected by major and minor
road volumes at level of significance a = .05. Also stop delay per
vehicle was found to be significant for minor road volumes at the same
a level. The cell means were calculated for the four major-minor volume
combinations, and it was noticed that the number of conflicts for the
4 seconds amber duration was smaller than the mean for the 6 seconds
amber duration. This result suggests using the lower boundary of the
amber phase duration to maximize safety.
The following step was to study the effect of an all-red phase on
traffic characterisi.ics travelling through an intersection controlled
by fixed-time signal. Three levels of all-red signal timing of 3, 4
anl 5 seconds were assumed. The analysis was performed for a traffic
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demand of 1000 vph and 100 vph of major and minor road volume,
respectively. An amber phase duration of 4 seconds was assumed, and
three computer run replicates were conducted for each major-minor volume
combination. The one-way analysis of variance results showed that
neither delay nor conflicts were significantly effected by the all-red
phase duration for a level of 0.05.
The average values of the three cells of this experiment, however,
showed an iiuTL'U.s i ng Lrend in the number of confMcLs with the increase
in nil-red |>h.l^;(.• ihuMLiou. It. is, thcrefori.', suj'.j'.usted that tlie duration
01 an all-red jiliase should be kept as small as possible.
Experiment 10: Effect of Major Road Speed on Safety
and Operation of Traffic
Numerous studies showed that speed enforcement, in general, reduces
number of accidents but increases delay. The simulation model was used
to study the effect of speed enforcement on conflicts and delay by
changing the target speed of the major approaches. Two simulation runs,
with 55 rnph and 40 mph target speeds on the major road, were considered:
and three replicated runs for each target speed were performed. The
major and minor road traffic volumes, during, which the two runs were
implemented, were assumed to be 1200 and 150 vph, respectively. Maximum
extension values of 60 and 34 seconds were adopted for major and minor
phases, respectively. Averaging the three replicates of the computer
outputs, a delay of 267 seconds, sloj) delay of 199 seconds, and
2 traffic conflicts were observed for the 55 mph target speed. These
values were found to be 269, 201, and 2 for the 40 mpii target speed.
The difference in average and stop delay between the two cases was
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insignificant, and there was no difference between the number of con-
flicts. This result was expected from this study because of the fact
that the number of conflicts observed from the simulation model is
detected during the amber phase, and a change in the speed of the
approaching vehicle would not probably cause a significant change in
the conflict occurrence.
Experiment 11: Ef feet of Detector Loca tions on Traffic Characteristics
One of the important factors in the efficient operation of isolated
intersection ,:ontrol systems is the proper design of traffic detectors
and their configuration. Although detector location and configuration
should be designed on an individual Intersection or control system bfriis,
several of the standard and widely used designs should be considered.
A recent report (10) outlines six basic criteria for the setback
of smal] area detectors when u.sed in actuator control and they are:
1. Use sufficient setback to minimize delay to approaching
vehicles.
2. Avoid long minimum greens.
3. Avoid short greens and locate detector accordingly.
4. Use a setback equal in passage time to the allowable gap.
5. Use a setback of at least 1-1/2 seconds of passage time.
6. Use sufficient setback to insure motion detection.
The variable initial interval feature has been proved to be most
beneficial for locations where higher approach speeds warrant greater
detector setback, the condition which exists >it rural high speed inter-
sections. Wlien an actuated controller with a variable initial feature
is used, detector setbacks can be increa'^-ed. The minimum initial
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Interval will be used by the controller under conditions of light
traffic. As veliicle actuations Increase to a preset number, the con-
troller automatically provides a longer initial interval up to a preset
maximum. In Table 5, information is presented concerning detector
setbacks at locations where actuated control with variable initial
interval is used.
Volume-density controllers have not only a variable initial interval,
but also have separate timing adjustments for allowable gap and passage
time. These features allow a relatively low setting of allowable gap
and a longer setting for passage time, a condition which makes the
controller acceptable for the use of greater detector setback. Thus an
early indication of vehicles approaching the intersection can be
detected.
The effect of detector setback and passage time on traffic per-
formance was evaluated by applying the simulation model. Using Table 5
as a guide for selecting detector setbacks, two passage time values
of 7 and 4 seconds for major approach and 4 and 3 seconds for minor
approach were studied. The results of the two simulated cases showed
no difference in the number of detected conflicts as well as in stopped
delay. This result is expected because at a relatively high traffic
demand the change in passage time does not effect the maximum extension
value; and, therefore, the controller will extend the duration of the
green phase to a maximum value equal to the maximum extension.
The conclusion that can be made from this experiment is that the
detectors should be located at Ifast 400 feet from the stop bar on the
m;ijor approach, aiul 300 I'eca on Lhc minor approach for i
fully-actuated





























































































The evaluation of design and operational countermeasures at both
stop-controlled and signalized divided intersections was done through
the validated simulation model. The model operation was based on many
assumptions which are detailed in the text. In some cases the results
obtained from the simulation runs are limited by the underlying assump-
tions. In the following paragraphs are listed the results obtained
for stop controlled intersections:
a. The number of conflicts observed at divided intersections was
found to be less than that observed at undivided intersections.
In addition, the 60 foot median width indicated less number of
conflicts than the 30 foot median width. The average delay per
vehicle was not significantly affected by the median width.
b. The increase of median opening size, from 24 feet to 48 feet,
showed an increase in average delay per vehicle, but no significant
change was observed in the number of conflicts.
c. The provision of a right turn pocket lane at the minor road
approaches, with a capacity of two vehicle, did not have any
effect either for the number of conflicts or for the average delay
per vehicle.
d. Approaching the intersection on a steep downgrade of 5 percent
proved to cause more conflicts than approaching on an upgrade of
5 percent.
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£• The installation of a stop sign at the intersection median
produced a significantly decreasing effect on number of conflicts
compared with a yield sign. The increased delay observed for this
case was found to be insignificant. These results particularly
reflect the effect of the assumptions in the model operation; it
was assumed that all vehicles fully stop at a stop sign while
in reality it may not be the case.
f. The installation of advance warning systems, such as rumble
strips or strobe light attached to warning signs, indicated a de-
crease in the number of conflicts observed at intersections; how-
ever, the average delay per vehicle was found to increase.
g. Simulation runs with different input speed limits for the minor
road approaches indicated no significant effects on both safety
and operation.
The results obtained from the evaluation of the sections through
the application of the simulation model are listed below:
a- Average number of conflicts observed from fixed time signals
and semi-actuated signals were found to be higher than those observed
from fully actuated, volume density, and green extension system
signals. On the other hand, the average delays of the fixed time
and semi-actuated signal alternatives were significantly less than
for the other three alternatives.
b. The green maximum extension of a fully actuated singal was
found to have a significant effect on the number of observed con-
flicts; however, this factor was proved insignificant for average
delay per vehicle.
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c. The installation of advance warning systems at the major road
approaches did not indicate any significant decrease in the number
of conflicts. Also, the average delay per vehicle was not signifi-
cantly affected by this variable.
d. The addition of a separate left turn phasing reduced the number
of left turn conflicts, but increased the average delay per vehicle.
e. Either the increase of the amber phase duration or the all- red
phase proved to increase the number of conflicts; therefore, it can
be concluded that the duration of these phases should be kept at the
possible minimum value. However, the simulation results indicated
that adding an all- red phase caused reduction in the number of
conflicts when compared to the condition of no all-red phase.
f. Simulation runs with different speed limits for the major road
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Table A-12.The Statistical Model for Experiment 2
Model
^iik = ^^ + C + D + CD.. + e,, .„^^'^ i J ij (ij)k
ANOVA
(3 Replicates per cell)
Source Degrees of Freedom
1
Expected Mean Square














C^ = control type at median i = 1,2
D. = intersection width j = 1,2,3
^±2^ ~ estimated dependent variable: delay, conflicts, and fuel
consumption
c^.v, = random error component
2
o = random variance
4*2 - variance contributed by a fixed factor where Z = control
type at median, and intersection width
k =3, number of replicates per cell
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